CleanWall™ - M

Cleanroom wall – quick and easy
- Sandwich panel/ monobloc wall
- Hygienic design
- Tight construction

CleanWall M – monobloc wall quickly gives a smooth and tight cleanroom wall

CleanWall™ M
The solid wall CleanWall™ M used in the M System is a very stable design using monobloc-panels. The panels are mounted without visible screws or any other additional means of attachment.

The wall panels are high-class galvanized steel-faced sandwich panels with a core of mineral wool or PIR (Polyisocyanurate). Fire resistance can be supplied upon request. The panels are painted as standard with polyester coating and the standard colour is white RR20.

The finished wall, with soft-joined panels, is a very tight design.

The wall modules can be delivered in varying widths up to 1200 mm. The standard thickness of the wall is 52 mm. Walls of other thicknesses are also available. The panel height can be modified as required.

The panel can be internally fitted with grooved channels for concealed piping. Wall reinforcements can be inserted completely hidden in the panel.

Integrated exhaust duct adapted for CleanWall M is in the Clean Plus – product range - CleanExtract.
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